Langham Multi Purpose Raiser
LP/MPR





As with all devices designed to assist the elderly or disabled, care should be taken to avoid sudden
or undue movement when using the equipment.
This product is designed for use in a static mode only
Furniture may be heavy. Please take care when fitting the raiser

Fitting to Arm Chairs – 2 LPMPR units + Spreader Bar + Additional height sections to achieve raise
height
1. Place the raiser unit on the floor behind the chair, attach the spreader bar running across the chair arm to
arm (If extra height sections are to be used they should be clipped onto the supports, it is important that all
corners are of equal height).
2. Loosen the wing nuts, and position the front corner supports as far out as possible.
3. Adjust the rear supports so that they are the same width as the furniture.
4. Carefully tilt the furniture forwards and slide each of the rear supports under the rear corners of the chair.
5. Lower the chair onto the supports and ensure that the castor is sitting inside the well.
6. Move to the front of the chair and carefully tilt it backwards, swing the front corner supports round and
lower the furniture onto them, again ensure the castor is located in the well.
7. Go to each corner and rotate the support to make sure that it is snug against the furniture.
8. Once each corner is positioned with the minimum intrusion and is tight to the furniture tighten the wing
nut.
9. Before first use check the furniture is stable on the raiser.
Fitting to Beds – One LPMPR unit per end + central support & additional height sections to achieve
raise height
1. Firstly set all supports to the height of raise you require, it is important that all corners are of equal height.
2. Place one pair of raisers parallel at the foot of the bed.
3. Loosen wing nuts and adjust to same width as the bed. For double beds use spreader bars to extend the
width
4. Lift bed and place corners on to the supports, ensure the castor is sitting inside the well.
5. Push corner supports tight up against the bed, rotate each support to give best possible fit. If using a
central support ensure it is pushed up tight to sides of bed.
6. Repeat for the opposite end of the bed.
7. Tighten all wing nuts and check bed is stable on raisers before use.
Fitting to Settees – One LPMPR unit each end + central support & additional height sections to raise
height
Small and Two Seat Settees
1. Place the raiser unit on the floor behind the settee.
2. Attach an extended spreader bar to each raiser unit {Part No K203ft6}
(If extra height sections are to be used they should be clipped onto the supports, it is important that all
corners are of equal height).
3. Loosen the wing nuts, and position the front corner supports as far out as possible.
4. Adjust the rear supports so that they are the same width as the furniture.
5. Carefully tilt the furniture forwards and slide each of the rear supports under the rear corners of the
furniture.
6. Lower the settee onto the supports and ensure that the castor is sitting inside the well.
7. Move to the front of the settee and carefully tilt it backwards, swing the front corner supports round and
lower the furniture onto them, again ensure the castor is located in the well.
8. Go to each corner and rotate the support to make sure that it is snug against the furniture.
9. Once each corner is positioned with the minimum intrusion and is tight to the furniture tighten the wing
nut.
10. Before first use check the furniture is stable on the raiser
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500-kg per set (Including weight of furniture)
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